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1 Executive Summary
In an “all connected world” where end users are making use of mobile smart devices there is
a strong and increasing demand for new service “in mobility”, granting the required level for
Quality of Experience (QoE). This pose new challenges to telecom operators and service
providers, which have to face stringent bounds on latency, bandwidth and computational
capabilities.
On the other side the IoT paradigm with the vision of 50 billion connected devices in 2020
put on the table strong environmental concerns due to the network’s power consumption.
Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined Networking (SDN) are two of
the emerging technique that are considered as the best tools able to cope with the two
aforementioned requirements.
The same paradigms can be extended to fog computing moving virtual application closer to
the end user. In that way it will be possible to put together unbeatable flexibility typical of
application deployed on the cloud with better QoE thanks to the high proximity with the end
consumers and low Carbon Oxide footprint due to reduced network traffic and possibility to
share resources between different consumers.
With this goal in mind, the INPUT Project aims to virtualize the functionalities, capabilities
and content of physical smart devices and to offer them as cloud services located closer to endusers, thus minimizing end-to-end latency.
To achieve this target, the edge network nodes need to be re-designed in order to provide the
support for the new cloud services, including their communication and information exchange.
As part of the overall project in Work Package 2 we start looking at different use cases that
can be supported by the INPUT platform, considering all the requirement and needs depending
on the different point of view. This allow to break down the INPUT architecture in different
functional block communicating each other.
This deliverable entitled D2.2: “North and South Bound Interfaces: architecture, specification
and design” summarize the conclusion reached in the project for the tasks 2.2 and 2.3 related
to the abstraction of the “in-network” programmability and the definition of the INPUT Northbound interfaces.
More in detail the deliverable will describe the platform NBI and API that allow the end user
to configure the personal network and add personal virtual service to it, or the network
operator to manage and monitor the network and the computing infrastructure. At the same
time a specific NBI will allow the service provider to define and upgrade its own personal cloud
service template the end user can subscribe to.
Looking from “in-network” programmability point of view the consortium define all the SBI
interfaces between the different functional blocks composing the INPUT platform: this allow to
monitor used resources, drive OpenVolcano placement and optimization according to policy
selected by the network operator, control the SDN infrastructure according to OpenFlow
protocol and the multi-center network abstraction. This slicing mechanism supports two main
typologies of seamless “live” migrations: individual object migration between two servers of
the same computing facility and bulk migration between two computing facilities. The
“individual” migration is assumed to be relevant for computing facility consolidation, and the
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“bulk” one for migrating all the Service_Apps to a new “center” when the user moves from one
network access point to another.
The INPUT consortium defined a complete information model for the whole system
(including SBI and NBI details along with information that can be acquired/monitored from
every component of the platform). This model has a double objective: on one side it model the
communication between the NS-OS and the NS-MAN by abstracting the entire system allowing
to represent the physical and virtual resources of the platform and the running services; on the
other side it is used to evaluate the consistency and completeness of information and data
acquired by the INPUT platform through the interfaces defined in the two afore mentioned
tasks.
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2 Introduction
The goals of this deliverable regard the definition, the extension, and the implementation of
South Bound Interfaces (SBIs) exposing novel in-network programmability APIs (developed in
WP3) for monitoring and managing running instances of Service_Apps and Net_Functions, as
well as the underlying infrastructure, and the design of North Bound Interfaces to:


enable end-users to configure their personal network and to subscribe to personal cloud
services;



enable cloud service providers to define and upgrade IaaS and PaaS personal cloud
service templates;



enable the network operator to manage and monitor the network and computing
infrastructure.

Figure 1. Functional blocks and interfaces of the INPUT architecture.

As we can notice in the INPUT architecture in Figure 1, most of the defined interfaces are
based on well-known open source projects (e.g., libvirt, OpenFlow, OpenStack, etc.).
In these cases, all the important capabilities provided by the existing APIs have been inherited
by the INPUT platform, however, where necessary we extended/modified the set of APIs or
designed a simplified abstraction layer to meet the requirements of the Fog/Edge computing
scenario e.g., fast and efficient migration mechanisms, scalable management of virtual networks
(Personal Networks and Back-end Networks defined in Deliverable 2.1), etc.
In the following sections we will focus our attention on the developed extensions, in
particular the SBI interfaces corresponding to interfaces I1-I6 are described in Section 3, while
designed NBIs corresponding to the I7-I9 interfaces are presented Section 4.
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3 South Bound Interfaces and APIs
The activities of SBIs design focus on the definition of abstractions for exposing in-network
programmability APIs developed and defined in WP3. As shown in Figure 1, at the southbound
of the INPUT architecture we have six interfaces for controlling the underline infrastructure.
The I1 is used by the NS-MAN for the monitoring of resources part of the INPUT platform
(switches and server), while I2 is assuring bidirectional communication among the two level of
controller NS-MAN and NS-OS (see Section 3.1). This last one ensures either reception of
monitored data by the NS-OS and topology information or drives placement and optimization
algorithm based on policy and analytics prediction algorithm results (on long term temporal
horizon). Dedicated information model has been defined to exchange topology data and
monitoring information over this interface between the NS-OS and the NS-MAN. Same model is
also used to abstract the entire infrastructure.
The I3 interface is used to control the SDN infrastructure and is based on the OpenFlow
protocol. As detailed in Section 3.2, The OpenFlow protocol has been extended for exposing
novel tunneling and encryption/decryption capabilities designed in the WP3. Moreover, for
scalability reasons and for simplifying the dynamic orchestration of the virtual networks
deployed, we decided to build on the top of the OpenFlow interface the multi-center network
abstraction.
The I4 and I5 are required for the control, deployment and lifecycle management of
virtualized resources (i.e., Service_Apps and Net_Functions) and the developments of these SBIs
in presented in Section 3.3.
The I6 interface regards the extensions of the Green Abstraction Layer (GAL) standard
interface [1] for NFV scenarios (see Section 3.4).

3.1 APIs and interfaces for the monitoring of the infrastructure
The main interface used for monitoring all the devices part of the distributed micro data
centre managed in the INPUT platform is the I1 interface, based on the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) [1]. This standard protocol is able to provide network
monitoring solutions for fault management, configuration control, and performance
monitoring and security control. Figure 2 below sketch interaction of INPUT devices over SNMP
interface. Possible devices supporting this interface in INPUT are server for monitoring
memory and CPU or Openflow switch for monitoring the interfaces.
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Figure 2. SNMP Agent-Manager Integration.

SNMP refers to an agent-manager paradigm. More in detail, the agent embedded on the
monitored device responds to requests for information and actions and may send notification
to the manager, i.e. TRAP/INFORM. The monitored device is composed by a collection of
managed objects arrange in a hierarchical tree, identified by a Managed Information Base
(MIB). Actions or notifications can be referred to a single object inside the MIB. The Structure
of Management Information (SMI) defines the framework within which a MIB can be define d
or constructed. Main modules of the INPUT architecture can be mapped to such paradigm.
Thereby SNMP is a SBI for NS-MAN and NS-OS, enabling the supervision of Network Data Path
and Hypervisors.
SNMP is today widely used in telco industry for Fault management: mediation application for
different devices are actually very similar. This open opportunity for optimizing time and cost
and leveraging on that NS-MAN (based on Ericsson ENM) implement on its southbound a high
performing framework for easy integration of new nodes or applications based on SNMP.
Adding support for a new node (or application) can be easily achieved without the need of
any new code design activity. This is proven to work with several families of nodes
implementing standard, standard de facto or proprietary SNMP models and used for converting
the received node specific information in a normalized format.
The new node or application integration is performed without coding but just providing
node/application model and an XML file containing translation rules to internal NS-MAN model
(see Figure 3); in this way it is possible to experience a consistent implementation time shrink.
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Figure 3. SNMP model transformer principle.

Figure 4 shows a model transformation example.

Figure 4. SNMP model transformer example.
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SNMP is not the only SBI interface used for monitoring. Libvirt (I3) and OpenFlow (I4) allow
NS-OS not only to orchestrate and deploy services (as described in Sections 0 and 0) but to
monitor resources as well (more in below paragraph). Same is true for the REST interface (I2)
between NS-MAN and NS-OS: over this interface NS-MAN can receive KPI value to feed analytics
algorithm hosted on the manager for long term prediction. REST APIs use the HTTP/HTTPS
protocol to execute common operations on resources represented by Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI) strings.
Considering an analogy with SNMP, while a SNMP manager in order to monitor a particular
object may send a SNMP GET via the network device’s IP address with a payload containing the
OID, through REST interface a HTTP/HTTPS GET can be sent via the same IP address. That
message would contain a URI string referencing the relevant network device and comprising,
for instance, an HTTP payload with a JSON header that has the proper parameters for a
particular interface and statistic.
The characterizing constrains of the REST interface are:


Client-Server – The client-server model allows maximization of the portability of serverside functions to other platforms. With SDN, this usually means that completely different
applications, even in different languages, can use the same functions in a REST API.



Stateless – The server does not retain any record of client state.



Caching – The client maintains a local copy of commonly used information improving
performance and scalability (decreasing the number of times a business application
would have to query the network’s REST API).



Layered System – A REST API must be built in a way that a client interacts with its
neighbour (could be a server, load-balancer, etc.) and doesn’t need to see “beyond” that
neighbour.



Uniform Interface – Without focusing on the information retrieved, the method by which
it is presented is always consistent. E.g. returning a value from a database, it does not
return a database language, but likely some kind of open mark-up like JSON or XML.
Code-on-Demand - This is actually an optional constraint of REST, since it might not
work with some firewall configurations, but the idea is to transmit working code inside
an API call. If none of an API’s functions did what you wanted, but you knew how to make
it so, you could transmit the necessary code to be run server-side.



Taking into account the use cases defined in WP2 the INPUT consortium defined an
information model to cover the interaction between NS-MAN and NS-OS through the I2
interface. This is described in the next 3.1.1 subchapter.
Example of some parameter that can be monitored over the INPUT SBI interfaces are
reported in the following table 1. It includes detail not only on the parameter to monitor but
also on how parameter can be retrieved and the involved interface.
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Parameter

VM CPU load
VM disk
occupancy
VM RAM
utilization
VM average
connection
throughput
Node CPU load
Node CPU
temperature
Node disk
occupancy
Node RAM
utilization
Node uptime

Detail

Exchanged Data

Parameters are
SNMP (I1) for NS-MAN (direct communication)
collected on the
REST (I2) for NS-MAN through NS-OS
physical resources
Libvirt (I4) or OpenFlow (I3) for NS-OS
as well as on
hypervisors and
VMs. For the first
ones (server and
physical switches)
monitored entities
can be retrieved
directly by NSMAN or NS-OS.
For hypervisor
and VM, NS-MAN
access data
through NS-OS.

Node average
connection
throughput
Table 1: NS-MAN and NS-OS monitored parameter example

3.1.1 Information model for the REST interface
For modelling the communication between the NS-OS and the NS-MAN the INPUT consortium
defined a complete information model for the whole system (including details on information
that can be acquired/monitored from every component of the platform). It abstracts the entire
system allowing to represent the physical and virtual resources of the platform and the running
services.
The model contains all the classes needed to describe the network topology (at node and
network levels) including network functions or L7 functions as well, hosted in a generic
processing unit. Interfaces, basic data and sequence diagram are represented in an UML model
enclosed in an Astah file [2]. The file is organized in different folders:



A folder for each SBI and NBI interface of the architecture: they include the formal
specification and definition of the interface specific APIs and parameters.
A folder for each management function and information:
- Monitoring, including all the classes related to the KPI monitoring;
- Notifications, that contains the definition of Event and the related classes;
- Optimization for policy model and the ConfigurableEntity definitions;
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- Service, including all the classes needed to define service chains;
- Topology used to describe the network topology, at node and network levels, including
the L7 or network function instances inside a generic processing unit;
- User Domain hosting all the user information related to a service chain.
The monitoring folder contains the definition of the required classes for the monitoring
process:
- MonitoredEntity: specified by the Resource ID, identifying the specific monitored
resource (e.g., CPU1) and the specific KPI that is under monitoring where the specific Key
identifies what the measure refers to (e.g., CPU_load or used_memory);
- MonitoredValue: is the monitored valued referred to the above KPI at a given time
stamp;
- MonitoringFunction: the INPUT architecture support the possibility of having different
monitoring functions identified by a name. The same entity can be monitored over
different interfaces (e.g. SNMP/REST) or with different retrieving mechanism
(PUSH/PULL, TRAP/GET, etc).
The classes related to the Notifications are similar to the ones of the monitoring and contains
the definition of Notation Events (e.g. faults, alarms, etc.).
The Optimization includes all the classes that allow the management of the optimization
procedures of the NS-OS.
As we will detail in the following part of the document, at the management level the
optimization performed by the NS-OS on a configurable entity can be forced to behave
according to a specific policy and can be changed over the time.
Finally, the Service, Topology and User Domain folders include all the classes needed to define
service chains; to describe the network topology (at node and network level, including the L7
or network function instances inside a generic processing unit) and all the user information
related to a service chain, that will be detailed in the following sections.
All these classes and their relationship are reported in two main class diagram:


Class Diagram 0: covers the relationship among the topology, monitoring, notifications
optimization and service elements;



Class Diagram 1: represent the run time service chain

3.1.1.1 Class Diagram 0
As shown in Figure 5 below, the Topology Diagram represents the INPUT infrastructure by
using the class “Network” defined as a composition of classes “Node”, “Link” and
“VirtualNetwork”.
A “Node” can be a “MobileDevice”, a “HomeDevice”, or a generic “ProcessingUnit” (physical
“Server” or “VirtualMachine”). A “ProcessingUnit” can host one or many “Functions”, either
“NetworkFunction” or “L7Function” (i.e., Net_Function or Service_App), and any function can
Page 13 of 32
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be connected to one or many “Interface” to form a service chain. In this way the model supports
any possible logical encapsulation.

Figure 5. Class Diagram 0.

All classes related to optimization and monitoring defined in the Class Diagram 0 are shown
in Figure 6. Any generic Node or any generic Function, being this a physical server or a virtual
machine part of the INPUT topology can be a MonitoredEntity and/or a ConfigurableEntity.
The management layer can monitor and optimize an entity by associating and configuring a
specific “MonitoringFunction” and “ConfigurationManagementFunction”. Such association can
be done for all the topology classes that can be involved in optimization algorithms like links,
interfaces, virtual networks or service chains.
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Figure 6. Monitoring and Optimization.

Every t all the long term INPUT optimization algorithms, it’s necessary to definentity that can
be monitored shall be associated to its “MonitoringFunction” instance to explicitly declare
which entity can be monitored (KPI_Key). In order to implemene some retroaction to
monitored parameters. To implement this functionality, the INPUT consortium decided to use
a policy management. Any class that can be updated in some of its members shall be associated
to a “ConfigurationManagementFunction” instance to specify which attribute can be updated
or which constraint to apply. The policy concept is a unidirectional rule that associates multiple
monitored entities in inputs to a single configurable entity in output: only one policy can be
associated to a given “ConfigurableEntity”. In particular, according to an associated
ComfigurationPolicy a ConfigurableEntity can be forced to behave according to a specific policy
that can be changed over the time. For example, a policy can force a ConfigurableEntity to work
with limited capacity (e.g., limit the maximum clock frequency of a CPU or the maximum
bandwidth of a link), to limit power dissipation, disable some routing paths for maintenance,
or change some cost weights to change the convergence point of an optimization algorithm.
On the bottom of the diagram in Figure 7 there is the definition of the User Domain model.
This is highlighted in Figure & below. Each Service Chain is linked to a user that pay for a given
quality. Depending on that the same service chain may require different mapping on the
infrastructure depending on the quality class the user subscribe to. If a given user is bounded
to “GOLD” class, the App is expected to perform better, compared to another instance of the
same service app for a “BRONZE” class user.
At the same time the app may have an expected activity factor. For App with high activity
factor we can expect resource intensive usage (in term of CPU and/or RAM) regardless the user
class. Either attributes may be used to drive the mapping of a given service chain on the
infrastructure. E.g. if a given service exceeds expected resource usage, the optimization
algorithm can migrate some apps on low QoS/QoE server.
Finally, in our architecture a “User” instance is also associated to one or many contexts
defining its Personal Network configuration and rules (e.g., firewall rules, DHCP configuration,
etc.).
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As described in the D3.2, the context concept allows a more scalable and fast network
function migration. For instance, a firewall implemented according to the multi-context
Network Function paradigm (see Deliverable 3.2) can be easily moved to another node by just
moving its specific firewall rules, instead of migrating the entire virtual machine.

Figure 7. User domain.

3.1.1.2 The Proximty Class
Each service made available to the final user is represented as a service chain connecting
different service chain element (ScElement) (see the right end side of the class diagram 0 in
Figure 8). Because one of the most important aspect of the services provided by the INPUT
platform is guaranteeing a certain level of “proximity to the end user”, each ScElement
representing a specific Function is associated to a “ProximityClass” (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. The Proximity Class.

The proximity class has been defined to represent the “distance” (whatever the metric used
is) between two directly connected ScElements (Service_Apps). In this way it is possible to take
care of distance requirements not only between a service (e.g., storage, web interface) and the
end-user, but also between two different service components.
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These parameters are used as follows:


The requiredProximity is a requirement provided by the Service Provider and it is used
to find the optimal hosting server in the service chain placement and migration.



The currentProximity is the monitored proximity upon service placement: this value can
change over time if the used proximity metric is based on variable like average delay,
available average path bandwidth, etc.

As previously anticipated each function of a service chain is associated to a Proximity Class
for each directly connected function, for instance, let us consider service chain in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Example of service chain.

Function B has two different Proximity classes: BA and BC, C has three proximity classes: CB,
CD and CE. If D needs to be very close to C (tight coupled processes), CD proximity requirements
are strict but at the same time, for example, C can have loose proximity requirement toward B
(and so toward the end-user). Moreover, with the above definition, we can always retrieve both
the required proximity between two adjacent function and between each function and the user
as sum of different proximity values: e.g., the required/current proximity between D and the
user is proximity(AB) + proximity(BC)+ proximity(CD).
This definition is flexible enough to avoid to over constrain functions proximity when not
needed. For instance, it is possible to define a scenario where the function F needs to be placed
very close to E, but E can be quite far from the end-user.
The proposed definition is also aligned with VMs and ETSI NFV “affinity rules” where, the
affinity rule is a setting that defines the relationship between two or more virtual machines and
hosts. Affinity rules and anti-affinity rules are used to tell the platform hypervisor to keep
virtual entities together or separated.
Regarding the proximity metric, the simplest proposal is to measure distance among endpoints by using the number of hops. However, it can vary on the basis of infrastructure
capabilities (e.g., possibilities of measuring paths latencies and or available bandwidth).
Our idea is to define the level of proximity by using an index ranging in [1, 10]. This concept
is similar to the DSCP class and it is not strictly related to a physical value (like delay). A higher
proximity value means that two function do not need to be placed very close to each other.
Each number can be mapped to a range of a physical parameter like the number of hops or
range of delay, for instance:
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requiredProximity(A, B) =1, can require that the maximum hop distance can be 1-2 hops
and/or that the maximum end-to-end delay can be 1-2 ms.



If we have a function A with requiredProximity(A, User_App)=0 means that the function
is placed in user home.



requiredProximity(A, B) =10, means that function A can be very far from B, even in a
remote datacenter.

3.1.1.3 Class Diagram 1
The “Class Diagram 1” focus the attention to the difference between the runtime
“ServiceChain” and the design-time “App” definitions. As already described in the previous
section, the “ServiceChain” class models the runtime concept of a sequence of functions,
distributed in a network. Each node view of the service chain is represented by the “SCElement”
class. This part of the diagram is sketched in below Figure 10.

Figure 7. Class Digram 1.

In design time, the operator can define new “App”s (applications), looking at the problem
from a completely different perspective: The Class Diagram 1 can be then used to elaborate
different capability, accounting for requirements for better allocation, defining the expected
communication needs, etc.
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In this way, it is possible to say that the “Function” instance is the “realization” of an “App”
instance. In other words, the “Function” is a generic concept and many different “App” instances
can be used to realize a specific “Function” instance. Apps differs depending on deployment
needs or resource requirement, but their functionality is common.
The main class is the “app” one that models any L7 or NFV application. Any “App” must be
classifiable by its “ApplicationType” which groups together the “ApplicationProfile” and the
“DeploymentPreferences”: the first class specifies the application runtime requirements at
design time, as the number of CPUs, the minimum RAM, etc… while the second class specifies
the application deployment requirements, as the “Location” property that defines what’s the
best deployment for this specific application type from a geographical perspective (closer to
the end user, independent, in the core, etc.).
The “ApplicationProfile” class also groups together the “MonitorableEntities” (what the
application designers declared to export as monitor-able parameters from the App) and the
required input/output connections.
Please, note the “ApplicationType” model and the associated classes are generic. This means
that many “App” instances can be linked to the same “ApplicationType” instance.

3.2 SDN extensions and the multi-centre overlay abstraction
The interface I3 is based on the OpenFlow protocol, which provides a set of APIs for
configuring the matching and actions to perform on the network traffic [3].
We contributed in extending this interface by exposing novel in-network programmability
functions designed in the WP3. We introduced in a prototypal FPGA-based OpenFlow the
tunneling and encryption/decryption engine capabilities for easily deploying virtual networks
in a secure fashion. These engines have been designed in hardware, and they have been
exported towards the NS-OS through the extended OpenFlow protocol.
In particular, we extended the FeatureRes, PortStatus, FlowMod and Error messages of the
OpenFlow protocol as reported in Sect. 4 of the Deliverable 3.2.
Moreover, on the top of the OpenFlow SBI we decided expose toward the NS-OS a simplified
interface for easily managing Personal Networks and Back-end Networks.
This simplification is made possible thanks to the multi-center slicing mechanism introduced
in Annex C of the D2.1 report.
Such slicing mechanism allows automatically connecting Service_Apps and Net_Functions
deployed in the INPUT computing nodes as well as the user’s home and mobile terminal with a
service equivalent to a “legacy” Ethernet switched network with enhanced and highly efficient
migration primitives.
With respect to other state-of-the-art solutions, the mechanism proposed allows traffic
isolation with tunnel-less communications based on simple and well-supported OpenFlow
rules. Each Service_App/Net_Function in the PN is bound to a “center,” which is mapped on a
computing facility (e.g., a micro- or pico-datacenter). Service_Apps and Net_Functions bound to
a specific center are meant to be executed in one of the servers of the computing facility where
the center is mapped.
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Figure 11. Overlay network addressing scheme and possible mapping on IEEE Ethernet 48-bit MAC
addresses and IEEE802.1Q VLAN tags.

This is made by generating MAC addresses for Service_Apps/Net_Functions structured to
contain information useful for identifying flows inside/among overlays, and in a form suitable
to be matched by OF hardware and software switches at high speeds. This idea has been already
proposed in the scientific literature for approaches based on source routing [1] and tag
switching [5] paradigms.
In our platform, the rules are designed based on the matching of IEEE Ethernet 48-bit MAC
addresses and optionally on IEEE 802.1Q Virtual LAN (VLAN) tags, whose possible mapping
with the overlay network (e.g., Personal Networks) addressing is illustrated in Figure 11.
Particularly, the MAC address is organized into three fields, namely (from the most to the
least significant) the Overlay, the Center, and the Host Identifiers (IDs). If only the MAC address
is used for the overlay network addressing the Host ID is kept to a size of 2 Bytes, the Center ID
to 1 Byte, and the Overlay ID to 22 bits (i.e., 3 Bytes minus the 2 flag bits for universal/local
(U/L) and individual/group (I/G) addresses). If a VLAN tag is also used, the sizes of the above
IDs pass to 3 Bytes, 1 Byte and 34 bits, respectively. Other configurations and sizes may also be
supported but the ones selected are particularly convenient for simple OF matches (OF defined
that 48-bit MAC addresses can be matched with masks of lengths from 1 to 6 Bytes at a step of
1 Byte, and only precise matching of VLAN tags are supported).

Figure12. Number forwarding rules in the Multi-Center (MC), Full-Meshed (FM) and OpenStack (OS)
cases.
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All Service_Apps and Net_Functions belonging to the same overlay will have the same value
on the Overlay ID, and all those bound to the same center will share also the same Center ID.
This allows to significantly reduce the number of rules and routing actions to be configured
onto the SDN infrastructure with respect to other baseline approaches. In detail, we take a look
at the number of unicast forwarding rules needed to be installed in an overlay, comparing our
Multi-Center (MC) approach with the Full-Meshed (FM) and OpenStack (OS) cases.
In FM, we suppose installing rules with exact matches for each source/destination pair in an
overlay, on all switches along the optimal paths between them. We consider its best-case
scenario where all the VOs in the same datacenter are hosted in the same server, minimizing
the number rules for simplicity and for the sake of comparison with the other cases.
Exact matching rules for each source/destination pair are also considered in OS, but they are
only installed on the hypervisor switches involved in an overlay. This concept tries to take into
account the scenario where legacy routers and/or switches are in place instead of SDN-enabled
switches, using conventional routing/tunneling protocols on top of the OpenStack platform.
Figure 12 shows the number of forwarding rules to be configured in case of 5, 15 and 30
Service_Apps/Net_Functions to be connected for different number of interconnected data
centers with classical tree layer topologies [6].
Note that as the number of
Service_Apps/Net_functions in the overlay increases, our approach has consistently less rules
than FM (i.e., by up to over one order of magnitude) and majority of the OS cases (i.e., by up to
over 4 times).
This makes our slicing mechanism very agile allowing to efficiently update the network slice
by maintaining the connectivity among its end-points (e.g., VMs, PaaS instances, physical
devices) in two main typologies of seamless “live” migrations:


Individual object migration between two servers of the same computing facility;



Bulk migration between two computing facilities.

The “individual” migration is assumed to be relevant for computing facility consolidation
purposes, and the “bulk” one is meant to be used for migrating all the Service_Apps and
Net_Functions bound to the same centre (e.g., with similar requirements to be close to the enduser) to another one, upon the user moves from one network access to another.
In this respect, the Task 2.2 is studying how to expose “centre” bindings to
Service_Apps/Net_Functions configuration, and map this concept onto the SLA parameters that
are going to be defined in the INPUT North Bound interfaces. A set of simple APIs will also be
exposed to the NS-OS for dynamically managing PN configurations.
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Name of
Primitive

Description

Exchanged Data

Create
Personal
Network

Given, nodes location (e.g,
Service_Apps,
Net_Functions, physical
devices), this function
creates an isolated virtual
network onto the SDN
infrastructure

-

Infrastructure topology;
Personal Network ID;
List of centers IDs;
List of nodes IDs and their mapping
with the centers;

Add Nodes

Adds a number of nodes to
an already deployed
personal network

-

Personal Network ID
list of nodes IDs and their associated
centers IDs

Node
Migration

Performs a step-by-step
update of the personal
network topology during
intra-datacenter node
migration without any
service interruption

-

Node ID;
destination port;

Center
Migration

Performs a step-by-step
update of the personal
network topology during a
bulk migration of nodes
belonging to the same
center and without any
service interruption

-

Center ID;
Destination switch to be mapped

Destroy
Personal
Network

Removes all the matching
and actions rules related to
a specific PN from the
OpenFlow switches

-

Personal Network ID

Remove Nodes

Removes a number of
nodes to an already
deployed PN and updates
the PN routing rules

-

Personal Network ID
list of nodes IDs to be removed

Table 1: Defined APIs for I3 interface.

3.3 APIs for management and orchestration of virtualized services and
network functions
The principal outcome of these activities has been the extension of the INPUT services
towards both PaaS services along with the support for the CapeDwarf environment [7], and
“multi-context processes” for Virtual Network Functions (see Sect. 3.3 of the D3.1 report).
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To this purpose the I4 and the I5 interfaces have been designed as a unified abstraction
interface to provide the management of the lifecycle of the aforementioned software objects as
homogenous as possible in a transparent fashion with respect to their nature (i.e., PaaS
instance, VM, VNF, etc.).
Such abstraction interface is implemented by the Lava module of the OpenVolcano platform
(see Annex D3.1_C) and is meant to expose simplified and homogenous APIs and data models
towards the NS-OS, while mapping them onto software object nature-dependent
protocols/APIs. For example, high level commands to start/stop/pause/migrate/etc. (see
Table 3) will be automatically translated into libvirt or Capedward APIs or NFV SBI APIs
depending on the nature and the type of the application. To this purpose, this task contributed
to the definition and the survey of the operation APIs detailed in Sect. 5.1 of the D3.1 report.
Name of
Primitive

Description

Migrate App

Migrate App to
another node

Exchanged Data

AppId: Id of the App to migrate
SourceNodeId: Id of INPUT node where to migrate
the App from
DestinationNodeId: Id of the INPUT node where to
migrate the App to
AppId: Id of the App to adjust resources

Adjust
Resources For
App

Adjust allocated
node resources
for a specific App

Start/Stop/Pa
use/Resume
App

Start/Stop/Pause/ AppId: Id of the App to start/stop/pause/resume
Resume an App
instance

Push/Pop App

Push/Pop the App
image to/from a
specific
hypervized node

UpdatedResources: App component and parameter
structure with new (updated) required values

AppId: Id of the App to push/pop
destinationNode: node where to push/pop the App
to/from

Table 3: Defined APIs for I4-I5 interfaces.
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3.4 The Green Abstraction Layer (GAL) extensions for softwerized
networks
The I6 interface is an extension of the ETSI Green Abstraction Layer (GAL) standard interface
[8] for enabling the power management of virtualized services and of the underlying
infrastructure.
This standard was originally conceived for exchanging information about energy-aware
capabilities and parameter settings among heterogeneous physical network devices (e.g.,
routers, home-gateways, switches, etc.) by hiding the peculiarities of their internal operation
and hardware architecture.
The GAL design relied on two basic features that characterize special-purpose networking
equipment:
• functionalities at the network and link layers operate on a logical view of the capabilities
offered by underlying hardware, firmware and software, but only the physical hardware of a
specific device (or parts thereof) consumes the energy required to perform such capabilities,
and can be identified in a clear association with them;
• the pieces of equipment hosting such networking functionalities belong to a single
tenant (be it Internet Service Provider, network operator, or user).
However, in the NFV scenario, the virtualization of network functions tends to dissolve the
relationship between the performance levels provided by these functions and the energy
consumed. This process is even emphasized by the separation between network Service
Providers, and Infrastructure Providers: the first ones are responsible for providing services by
acquiring network/computing/storage virtual resources (that, on their own, do not directly
consume energy) from the infrastructure; the second ones are in charge to provide such virtual
resources by activating and managing physical devices according to different policies. One of
the most important policies in this respect is for sure the minimization of energy-related costs.
A preliminary analysis carried out by the INPUT project [10] outlines how the energy
consumption of a pure NFV ecosystem may lead to increasing the energy consumption of a
factor 5 at least with respect to “Business-As-Usual” scenarios. Such impressive figures may
clearly undermine the adoption of this technology if no specific solutions would be designed
and included in the NFV ecosystem.
In this respect, the INPUT consortium is focusing on how to extend the GAL interface in order
to bi-directionally carrying power management information from the Infrastructure data plane
and Service Providers, to provide a sort of “back pressure” from the physical layer to the virtual
one for driving the whole ecosystem towards more energy-friendly configurations.
For this reasons, this activity has been carried out in strict collaboration with the WP3 which
focuses on the design an abstraction layer for mapping desired power/performance
configuration settings of virtual resources to real power management configurations of the
shared physical devices.
In order to maximize the impact of this activity even outside the INPUT framework, further
ongoing activities are focusing on specific architectural solutions on how to apply this interface
to the reference design of the ETSI NFV Management and Orchestration system [9] but also to
the more general scenario of cloud computing.
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As already analysed in the Deliverable 3.2, the ETSI NFV reference Architecture (see Figure
13) allows the complete reuse of the APIs defined by GAL’s Green Standard Interface (GSI) [8].
In particular, by including the GSI in the Element Managers of Virtual Network Functions
(VNFs) it is possible communicating the desired energy vs performance configuration, namely
Energy-Aware States (EASes) of each VNF. However the lowest level of Virtual Network
Function Manager (VNFM) must translate this configuration of the VNFs (or a component of it)
into a suitable dimensioning of virtualized computing resources associated with each execution
container (e.g., virtual machines hosting pieces of VNFs). This VNFM can achieve the desired
configuration by:


defining the number of execution containers running (100% compliant with current
ETSI NFV specifications);



defining the power management configuration in terms of «virtual» C- and P- States of
Virtual CPUs (VCPUs).

Finally, at the layer of the Virtual Infrastructure Manger, these configurations can be
exploited by the infrastructure provider (which has a complete vision of the hardware and can
schedule the execution of virtual machines and virtual containers, by accounting for both
performance and energy) for tuning the energy vs performance trade-off of the infrastructure.
This mapping of energy vs performance configurations defined at the virtual layer with the
energy set-up of the infrastructure and vice versa is currently under study in the Task 3.3 of
WP3 and the complete definition of the I6 interface will be documented in the Deliverable 3.4.

Figure 13. The GALv2.0 information flow.

4 North Bound Interfaces
The NBIs designed in Task 2.3 have the objective to expose standard and simple APIs to the
Network Operator, Service Providers and Users. The Network Operator can manually configure
and monitor the INPUT infrastructure through web interface based on a modified version of
the Network Explorer of the Ericsson Network Manager (see Section 4.1).
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The OpenStack APIs have been introduced for enabling Service Providers to provide their
services, however several extensions have been carried out to make this interface more suitable
for Fog scenarios (see Section 4.2). Finally, a web portal described in Section 4.3 provides the
users all the functions for configuring their personal networks and subscribe available services.

4.1 The Network Operator management interface
NS-MAN offers both a web based graphical interface and a command line interface for
interacting with the platform and browsing the network element and server in the
infrastructure. With the web interface it is possible to retrieve specific information on a specific
network element/server.
In the following picture is reported the NS-MAN Network Explorer application as an example.

Figure 14. NS-MAN Network Explorer application.

The NS-MAN command line interface can also be used for setting maintenance time period
on a specific server or to deploy and specify a policy to be used to optimize specific elements
and KPIs, being this energy consumption or limit the number of migrations of user personal
network in the consolidation phase.
The Network Explorer also allow to monitor alarm received from the infrastructure, visualize
historical data, KPIs and predicted value result of the analytics algorithm. Trends can indicate
capacity or reliability issues before they affect services. Also, performance thresholds can be
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set in order to trigger an alarm. The alarms would be handled by the typical fault management
process.
To exploit the above functions, NS-MAN is organized in a layered architecture. Starting from
the layer more closed to the infrastructure we have mediation, data layer, service layer and
presentation (and/or northbound interface).
Mediation layer is responsible for the connectivity to the outside word. Mediated device can
be NS-OS or server hosting VM and network application. The Data Layer is somehow the heart
of the system. Here we have common (normalized) information model needed to store info
received from different elements.
Service Layer is the part of the system hosting the business logic, where events are processed
to get insights on the data. This layer can host different analytics and Machine Learning
algorithms used to decide and optimize the deployment of the different VMs or containers.
Finally, the Presentation Layer offers a web portal for reports performance information and
service or view of the users’ Personal Networks. The user interface (UI) makes use of the newest
IT technology like HTML5, REST interface or responsive design (auto resizing, to easy interact
with network operator on a standard terminal as well as from an iPad).

Figure 15. NS-MAN layered architecture.

As already stated, possible target KPIs to optimize is power consumption (thanks to process
consolidation on fewer HW resources) or overload prevention. QoS/QoE required for different
user/ services is a key factor to consider in the optimization phase.
Obviously network tends to evolve and the same is true for user tendency/behavior so the
model and or the identified patterns should be validated/updated overtime. Historical data
stored in NS-MAN can then be periodically processed to extract updated patterns and expected
KPIs value for the next time window.
These capabilities are used by the NS-MAN to automatically detect deviations from the
expected behavior and raising warning/alarm for the network operator or trigger automatic
configuration changes if the unexpected behavior is managed by a deployed policy.
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An example of widget that can be used to monitor and detect anomalies on a pattern is
reported in the following figure:

Figure 16. NS-MAN KPI pattern monitoring and anomalies detection.

4.2 OpenStack extensions
The main OpenStack APIs provided by the Nova and the Neutron modules and the developed
extensions have been integrated in the “Pyroclast” module of the OpenVolcano platform (see
Annex D3.1_C).
Pyroclast has been developed in order extends the features of Nova and Neutron and to
interact with the other OpenStack modules (e.g., Glance, KeyStone, Horizon, Heat, etc.) as the
original modules, so that it allows a perfect integration with “external” OpenStack projects or
with any software compliant with OpenStack APIs.
The bypassing of the original Nova and Neutron modules had allowed to intercept the service
chain defined by Service Providers and to include them in the service catalogue before they
would be instantiated. In fact, differently from OpenStack, no allocation of physical resources
in the edge network is actually performed before a service is purchased by an end-user. In this
way, the resources are kept free unless the services are actually requested.
Through the original OpenStack Dashboard (Horizon), cloud Service Providers can define
their “in-network” service chain templates, and specify which modules (i.e., Service_Apps) will
be connected to the end-user Personal Network or placed into separated Back-End Networks
(see Figure 17).
Notwithstanding Pyroclast is 100% compliant with Horizon, this dashboard has been
extended for providing additional data. For example, Figure 17 shows that the INPUT extended
Horizon module is able to show list of the active service instances of subscribers.
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Figure 17. Screenshot of the modified Network Topology tab of OpenStack dashboard.

Further extensions have been performed to enable Service Providers to monitor and upgrade
service chain instances for each service’s subscriber. In particular, Service Providers can view
the service chains usage in terms of CPUs and RAM utilization (see Figure 18) for each
subscriber and decide if a service upgrade is necessary (e.g., requiring more/less resources or
modifying the service components)
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Figure 18. Screenshot of the modified Resource Usage tab of OpenStack dashboard.

Another important extension of the OpenStack interface is the definition of additional service
requirement parameters that are needed in the INPUT scenario. In more detail, OpenStack
already allows cloud service providers to define the requirements and usage limits of the
computing and networking resources for their service instances. These parameters, which
constitute the “flavors” of an OpenStack service instance, are not sufficient for driving the
placement of personal cloud services in a geographically distributed infrastructure as the one
considered by the INPUT project. For this reason, the following list of service location SLA
requirements has been currently defined:


Proximity Class: It defines the level of proximity with respect to each directly
connected service chain’s instance. The Proximity Class can be related to specific
distance metrics like Number of Hops or End-to-End Latency.



Single User/ Multi User: A Service_App can be Personal (a single instance for each
user) or Shared; if a Service_App is shared among multiple users and it is connected to
multiple Personal Service_Apps the Proximity Class must be met for all the connected
instances.



Maximum number of Instances: It defines the maximum number of multi-user
Service_App instances that can be deployed in the edge network.

4.3 User web portal
The user interface has been developed by extending and integrating the OpenWRT operating
system [11]. Has reported in the D4.1 and the Annex C of the D3.1, OpenWRT is in charge of
realizing the to the control plane of the virtual Home Gateway for users’ Personal Networks and
it already provides all the necessary web interfaces for configuring the network functionalities
of a typical home gateway (e.g., addressing/DHCP settings, mDNS, NAT and firewall rules, etc.).
Howerver, it has been internally adapted to allow the configuration of the DPDK-based multicontext Net_Functions realizing the home gateway data plane instead of configuring the local
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Linux kernel. Further details on the implemented Net_Functions and their integration with the
OpenWRT control plane can be found in the Sect. 3.3 of the D4.1 report.
Regarding personal cloud services, the OpenWRT web interface (namely, “Luci”) has been
extended to enable users to visualize the services published in the service catalogue, and to
subscribe and unsubscribe them. As shown Figure, a new “Service” tab has been added to the
OpenWRT web interface, where the user can activate (or remove) the desired service to(/from)
her/his personal network.

Figure 19. Personal cloud service management tab in the OpenWRT web interface.

5 Conclusions
This deliverable summarizes the activities performed in the context of Task 2.2 and 2.3 of the
INPUT EC-funded project. More specifically, it provides an overview of the activities related to
the abstraction of the “in-network” programmability realizing the SBIs of the INPUT platform
and the definition of the INPUT North-bound interfaces.
The consortium define all the SBIs between the different functional blocks composing the
INPUT platform: this allow to monitor used resources, control the power consumption and
enable OpenVolcano to control the placement and migration of virtualized services and the
optimization according to policy selected by the network operator, manage the SDN
infrastructure according to OpenFlow protocol and the multi-center network abstraction.
The INPUT consortium also defined a complete information model for the whole system
(including SBI and NBI details along with information that can be acquired/monitored from
every component of the platform). This model has a double objective: on one side it abstracts
the entire system allowing to represent the physical and virtual resources of the platform and
the running servicer; on the other side it is used to evaluate the consistency and completeness
of information and data acquired by the INPUT platform through the interfaces defined in the
two afore mentioned tasks.
The developed NBIs allow the end user to configure the personal network and add personal
virtual service to it, or the network operator to manage and monitor the network and the
computing infrastructure. At the same time an extended version of OpenStack allows the
service providers to define, monitor and upgrade the offerend personal cloud services.
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